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A low-pressure vapor of cyanogen iodide (ICN) is photolyzed by a beam of circularly polarized radiation at 248 nm from a 

KrF excimer laser. The resulting ground state CN X *Z+ fragments are probed by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) via the CN 

B ‘Z+-X %E+ band system. The probe beam is directed antiparallel to the photolysis beam and is alternately left-circularly or 

right-circularly polarized. By analyzing the variation of the LIF signal with respect to the circular polarization of the probe light, 

it is deduced that the CN photofragments are oriented, that is, the CN molecules rotate in space with a preferred clockwise or 

counterclockwise sense. The degree of orientation varies with individual rotational levels for the CN( v=O) fragments, and the 

orientation even changes direction as a function of the CN rotational quantum number N. Strong evidence is presented indicating 

that the CN orientation direction correlates with the 2P,,Z or ‘PI,* tine-structure level of the iodine atom half-collision partner. 

The CN X ‘Z+ (v= 2) fragments are formed only with ground state ( ‘P& iodine atoms because of energetic constraints. For 

these photofragments, the F, (J=N- I /2) and FZ (J=N+ l/2) tine-structure components appear to be nearly equally and op- 

positely oriented so that the net orientation vanishes unless the individual spin-rotation tine-structure components are resolved. 

It is proposed that spin-orbit interaction causes the photofragment orientation, in analogy to how this interaction produces spin- 
polarized electrons in the photoionization of atoms or molecules by circularly polarized light. 

1. Introduction 

Photodissociation dynamics is a subject of intense 
interest [ 1 ] because it concerns how bound mole- 
cules, once excited into a continuum state, evolve into 
separated fragments viasa “half-collision“ process. 
Whereas earlier studies often addressed the measure- 
ment of fragment scalar quantities, such as electronic 
state, fine-structure state, and internal state (rovi- 
bronic) population distributions, more recent work 
has emphasized the measurement of fragment vector 
quantities, such as the angular distribution of one of 
the fragments or the spatial distribution of the angu- 
lar momentum vector of one of the fragments [ 21. 

The production of polarized photofragments is of 
particular interest as a diagnostic of the half-collision 
dynamics [ 3 1. Polarized angular momentum may be 
divided into two types: alignment and orientation. 
Alignment refers to even spatial moments of the frag- 

’ Present address: Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesell- 

schaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 1000 Berlin 33, Germany. 

ment angular momentum vector distribution; for a 
diatomic fragment, alignment is equivalent to the ex- 
istence of a preferred plane of rotation. Orientation 
refers to odd spatial moments of the fragment angu- 
lar momentum vector distribution; for a diatomic 
fragment, orientation is equivalent to the existence 
of a preferred sense of rotation (either clockwise or 
counterclockwise ). 

We report here what appears to be the first obser- 
vation of angular momentum orientation in a molec- 
ular photofragment. This is accomplished by 
photolyzing a randomly oriented sample of the linear 
triatomic molecule, ICN, with a beam of circularly 
polarized light at 248 nm. The resulting ground state 
CN fragment is detected by laser-induced fluores- 
cence (LIF) with a counterpropagating beam of probe 
light. The degree of orientation of the CN fragment 
is determined by recording the intensity of the LIF 
signal when the probe laser beam is alternately cir, 
c&crly polarized with left-handed or right-handed 
helicity. Not only is the CN fragment found to be ori- 
ented, but the degree of orientation sensitively de- 
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pends upon the rotational state of the fragment and 
the direction of orientation even changes sign. 

Photodissociation of ICN through its A state con- 
tinuum is of particular interest because more than one 
potential energy surface is involved. The photofrag- 
ments are the CN radical in its ground electronic 
state (CN X *C + ) and the iodine atom in its upper 
I (‘P, ,* ) and lower I ( 2P3,2 ) fine-structure levels. Al- 
though molecular photofragment orientation ap- 

pears to be unprecedented, it is well known that a 
circularly polarized beam of light can produce ori- 
ented (spin-polarized) photoelectrons in the pho- 
toionization of unpolarized samples of isolated atoms 
and molecules [ 4-61. Probably less well known is the 
study by Vasyutinskii [ 7 ] on the photolysis of CsI 
vapor by a beam of circularly polarized light in which 
the ground state Cs( 6s *S) atom was observed to show 
a small degree of orientation (less than a few per- 
cent). Thus, it would appear that photofragment ori- 
entation is a general phenomenon in which the 
helicity of the photolysis photon is transferred to the 
fragment angular momentum. It is the purpose of the 
present paper to examine the degree of orientation of 
the CN fragment following the photolysis of ICN by 
circularly polarized light and to demonstrate the 
power of this technique in probing photodissociation 
dynamics. 

2. Experimental 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experi- 
mental configuration. The ICN sample (Eastman 
Kodak), purified by resublimation, flows slowly 
through a vacuum chamber at pressures between 5- 
10 mTorr. The ICN molecules are photodissociated 
by UV light pulses form a KrF excimer laser at 248 
nm and the CN X *E+ fragment is then probed by 
LIF using a tunable dye laser. The two laser beams 
enter the chamber collinearly but oppositely di- 
rected. Both lasers are circularly polarized and the 
handedness of the probe laser is reversed on alternate 
pulses. The fluorescence signal is collected normal to 
the propagation direction of the laser beams by a 
photomultiplier tube (RCA 7326) without any fur- 
ther polarization analysis. An interference filter, cen- 
tered on the CN B *x+-X ‘C+Av= 0 sequence, serves 
to suppress scattered laser light. 

A KrF excimer laser (Lambda Physik EMG 200) 
provides the photolysis light and pumps a tunable dye 
laser (Lambda Physik FL2002E). Prior to the exci- 
mer laser beam traversing the vacuum chamber, the 
excimer laser beam is recollimated by a 60 cm quartz 
lens and reduced in beam size by an aperture. The 
energy of this portion of the excimer beam is about 5 
mJ/pulse. In order to obtain circular polarization, the 
light beam is first linearly polarized by an MgF2 Ro- 
chon prism and then converted to circular polariza- 
tion by a single Fresnel rhomb (Karl Lambrecht FR- 
2-272-UN) 

The dye laser is tuned through the CN B2C+- 
X’C’( 1,O) (358 nm) and (0,2) (460 nm) bands 
utilizing PBD and coumarin 450, respectively, as laser 
dyes. In order to avoid saturation effects [ 8 1, the dye 
laser is operated at low output power, i.e. without the 
amplifier stage, and further attenuated by two nearly 
crossed Glan-Taylor prisms so that the final power 
is less than 1 pJ/pulse. A delay of 10 ns between pho- 
tolysis and dye laser pulses is sufficient to probe nas- 
cent photofragment distributions. 

A photoelastic modulator (PEM, Hinds CF4) is 
used to circularly polarize the dye laser light. The di- 
rection of the stress exerted on the PEM quartz crys- 
tal is set at 45” relative to the linear polarization of 
the dye laser beam. The amplitude of compression is 
regulated so that the crystal oscillates between +1/4 
and -A/4 retardations. A trigger circuit synchro- 
nizes the excimer laser firing with this sinusoidal 
compression so that dye laser pulses arriving at the 
PEM correlate alternatively with maximum 
compression and decompression. This results in al- 
ternating left- and right-circularly polarized light 
pulses. The photomultiplier signal is processed by a 
gated integrator (SRS 250), and the unaveraged out- 
put of this is fed to an A/D converter and sorted by 
a microcomputer into two channels so that one chan- 
nel accumulates the signal corresponding to one 
handedness of the probe light and the other accumu- 
lates the corresponding opposite handedness. 

We use the same setup to determine the relative 
helicities of the excimer and the dye laser beams. The 
dye laser light passes through the polarizer which es- 
tablishes the linear polarization of the dye laser out- 
put, the PEM, the Fresnel rhomb, whose original 
purpose was to circularly polarize the excimer laser 
light, and the linear polarizer for the excimer. In this 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used in this study. 

way the dye laser beam becomes circularly polarized 
by the PEM and converted to linear polarization by 
the Fresnel rhomb. A test for the handedness of the 
probe laser relative to the excimer laser is to deter- 
mine whether the resulting linear polarization of the 
probe laser beam will be transmitted by the excimer 
laser’s linear polarization analyzer (Rochon prism). 
The situation in which the final polarizer is crossed 
against the polarization of the light pulses is analo- 
gous to a Faraday isolator and indicates that the laser 
light from the (excimer ) pump and (dye ) probe las- 
ers have opposite helicities. Because the laser beams 
travel in antiparallel directions, the photon angular 
momenta point for that situation in the same direc- 
tion, i.e. the electric field vectors rotate in synchrony. 
We will label signals obtained in this case by Itt, oth- 
erwise by It,. 

The bandwidth of the dye laser is x 0.2 cm- ’ and 
can be narrowed to = 0.07 cm-’ with an intracavity 
etalon. The data have been obtained by slowly scan- 
ning the broadband dye laser over the Doppler- 
broadened line profiles. The polarization depen- 
dence has been determined by summing the signal 
over the whole width of the line. This procedure ex- 
cludes any unwanted effects arising from partially re- 
solved Doppler profiles [ 9, lo] or fine-structure 
splittings [ 11,121. 

3. Results 

We observe a strong orientation of the CN frag- 
ment rotation and a marked variation with the rota- 
tional state N. Figs. 2 and 3 show the signal obtained 
at the band origin and the ( 1,O) bandhead of the CN 
B-X spectrum. The continuous and dashed lines in- 
dicate the signals recorded for In and It,, respec- 
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Fig. 2. Laser-induced fluorescence signals around the origin of 

the CN B %+-X *Z+ ( 1,0) band. The solid line corresponds to 

the case when dissociating and probing photons have the same 

helicity; the dashed line corresponds to the case of opposite hel- 

icity. The two curves have been shifted against each other for 

clarity. 
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Fig. 3. Laser-induced fluorescence signal at the ( 1,O) bandhead 

of the CN B *x+-X *Z+ transition. The labeling is the same as in 

fig. 2. 

tively. The bandhead occurs within the P branch at 
N=40. Better quantitative data can be obtained by 
probing the R-branch lines because in this case no 
lines are blended. We have taken data up to N= 55, 
which is close to the limit of states populated by the 
photodissociaton process. 

Changing the probe laser beam from left-circular 
to right-circular polarization yields a pair of signals 
whose difference is proportional to the orientation of 
the rotational angular momentum of the CN frag- 
ment. Phenomenologically we define the degree of 
circular polarization [ 13 1, C(N), as 

We also refer to C(N) as the degree of orientation. 
Our data show that high rotational states are oriented 
oppositely to low rotational states, with the observed 
difference in intensity reaching as much as 30% (see 
fig. 4). An experimental result with positive sign for 
an R line indicates that the CN molecular photofrag- 
ment rotates in the same sense that the electric vector 
of the photolysis beam rotates [ 14,151. In this man- 
ner, we find for low rotational quantum numbers a 
favored orientation of the rotational angular mo- 
mentum which is antiparallel to the angular momen- 
tum of the dissociating photon, whereas for high 
rotational states, the parallel case is preferred. Around 
N= 22 occurs a transitional region where C(N) passes 
through zero and changes sign. 

We have performed several tests to check for arti- 
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Fig. 4. Observed degree of orientation C(N) versus final rota- 

tional state Nof the CN ( U= 0) fragment (upper panel). The lower 

panel shows the branching into I(‘Psj2) and I(2P,,2), as ob- 

tained by Nadler et al. [ I 1 ] for photodissociation at 266 nm. 

The curve ranges from almost exclusive population of I(*P,,z) 

for low N to almost exclusive population of I (*P,,,) at high N. 

facts in our results. Comparison of R-branch lines 
versus P-branch lines show opposite effects because 
the transition moments of these lines have an oppo- 
site dependence on MN - the projection quantum 
number of N. We have used this to confirm our re- 
sults for low rotational quantum numbers up to N= 22 
where the P-branch lines are not blended. Within our 
experimental uncertainty of about + 0.025 for C(N), 
we find opposite results. Changing the helicity of the 
photolysis laser should reverse all signs of the pri- 
marily observed results. We also find that this check 
is fulfilled. In addition, tests have been made to en- 
sure that the observed degree of orientation, C(N), 
is independent of the intensity of the probe laser as 
well as the photolysis laser beams over the intensity 
range in which data were recorded. 

Under our experimental conditions in which the 
CN fragment is detected independent of the internal 
state and velocity of the I fragment, no orientation 
should be observed when linearly polarized light is 
used for photodissociation owing to reflection sym- 
metry in the system. When the output of the photol- 
ysis is linearly polarized, we measure consistently no 
significant difference when probing with left-circu- 
larly or right-circularly polarized light. We therefore 
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conclude that the observed signal differences are 
caused by the orientation of the CN fragment pro- 
duced in the photolysis of ICN with a beam of circu- 
larly polarized light. 

Nadler et al. [ 111 have used CN photofragment 
Doppler profiles to determine the relative population 
of ground state and excited state iodine associated 
with each individual CN rotational state. Their re- 
sults obtained for photodissociation at 266 nm estab- 
lish that low rotational states correlate with the 
formation of excited iodine, whereas higher rota- 
tional states correlate with ground state iodine. Their 
findings are shown in the lower panel of fig. 4. Ob- 
viously the branching into I(2P3,2) and I(2P,,2) 
tracks the degree of orientation of the CN fragment 
we observe. The slight shift between both curves 
might well be caused by the different photolysis 
wavelengths used in these two experiments. 

This result raises the question whether the inter- 
mediate rotational states, for which we observe small 
or no orientations, are themselves without orienta- 
tion or are a superposition of two cancelling opposite 
orientations. The latter might come about from two 
ensembles - one connected with I(2P,,2) and the 
other with I ( 2PX,z) - each being oriented but in op- 
posite directions and therefore resulting in a net zero 
effect. We therefore performed an additional experi- 
ment, namely, we examined the R (22) line with sub- 
Doppler resolution. For this particular state the un- 
resolved line shows no orientation, and we expect 
equal populations in the I(2P3,2) and I(2P,,2) 
channels. 

CN fragments formed with I(2P3,2) have 6310 
cm-’ more excess energy than those formed with 
I ( 2P, ,2). This excess energy shows up as a higher 
translational velocity of the recoiling fragments [ 111. 
By scanning over the Doppler profile it is possible to 
separate, in part, the contributions from the different 
iodine atom spin-orbit channels, although this anal- 
ysis is complicated by possible velocity angular mo- 
mentum correlations [ 9, lo]. For a parallel transition, 
the collinear geometry provides less resolution of the 
two iodine atom fine-structure levels than the crossed 
geometry. Nevertheless, we must use the collinear ge- 
ometry to be able to study orientation. 

For the wings of the line we have only a contribu- 
tion from CN formed with ground state iodine, 
whereas in the center of the line we test a mixture 

with a larger contribution from CN formed with ex- 
cited iodine. If the assumption holds that the orien- 
tation depends strictly on the state of the iodine atom 
formed during the photodissociation process, we ex- 
pect the degree of orientation to be negative in the 
wings of the line (where I( 2P,,2) does not contrib- 
ute) and to show a small positive value in the center 
of the line. This is exactly what we observe experi- 

mentally (see fig. 5 ). 
The solid line in fig. 5 is the result of a simulation 

in which it is assumed that the two contributions have 
equal but opposite degrees of orientation with the 
magnitude 1 C(N) ] =O. 15. We have calculated the 
individual Doppler profiles and summed the contri- 
butions from the two iodine atom spin-orbit chan- 
nels and the two CN radical spin-rotation states. 
Finally, we have carried out a convolution over our 

estimated experimental resolution (0.07 cm-‘). We 
take this experiment as strong evidence that the 
CN( v=O) orientation is indeed a strict reflection of 
the state of the iodine atom half-collision partner in 
the photolysis of ICN. 

So far we have exclusively reported data obtained 
for the u=O state of CN. We have also looked at the 
CN( ~2) state for which only I(2P3,2) atoms are 
observed. Here we are not able to detect orientation 
for unresolved lineshapes. However, for higher rota- 
tional quantum numbers (N> 40), we are able to re- 
solve the spin-rotation splitting because the amount 
of available translational energy decreases and this 
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Fig. 5. Observed degree of orientation C(N) versus frequency 

offset within the Doppler profile of the R( 22) line of the CN B- 
X ( 1,O) band. The solid curve is the result of a simulation assum- 

ing opposite orientations for the contributions from the two io- 

dine fine-structure levels. 
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Fig. 6. Laser-induced fluorescence signal for CN (v= 2). Shown 
are the lines P(35) to P(45). Note the different orientation of 
the spin-rotation components. The solid line corresponds to the 
case when dissociating and probing photons have the same hel- 
icity; the dashed line corresponds to the case of opposite helicity. 
The two curves have been shifted against each other for clarity. 

fine-structure splitting increases with N. We find op- 
posite orientations of the FI (J=N- l/2) and F2 
(J= N+ l/2 ) fine-structure components (see fig. 6 ) . 
No detailed quantitative analysis of the data was 

attempted. 

4. Determination of the orientation moment A&‘j (uv) 

One wishes to characterize the spatial angular mo- 
mentum distribution of a photofragment under study 
as completely as possible [ 3 1. Ideally, this would in- 
volve specifying the population of each magnetic 
sublevel. However, in general the use of resonance 
fluoresence measurements does not permit this. This 
topic has been considered in detail by several authors 
[ 15-l 71. We follow here the treatment of Kummel, 
Sitz and Zare [ 15 ] (hereafter denoted by KSZ LIF) 
who developed formulas for the most general case of 
the LIF signal for a Ji*Je probe transition followed 
by the unresolved detection of all possible J,-+Jf flu- 
orescent transitions using a fixed excitation-detec- 
tion geometry with no polarization analysis. 

This approach makes use of the expansion of the 
density matrix into state multipole moments AAy, 
which are most suitable for describing the informa- 
tion obtained by optical polarization analysis. Here 
the brackets { } around the rank k indicate that we 

are using the Hertel-Stoll normalization [ 181 in 
which the Ai? are real and transform as the “real” 
spherical harmonics in the limit of large N. 

Fortunately, single-photon photodissociation can- 
not introduce into the photofragment angular mo- 
mentum distribution any moments greater than k= 1 
for orientation and k= 2 for alignment (provided our 
detection system is not sensitive to angular momen- 
tum/velocity correlation of the photofragments [ 3 ] ) . 
Furthermore, the cylindrical symmetry in our exper- 
imental arrangement excludes all moments with q not 
equal to 0. Therefore, in our case the angular mo- 
mentum distribution is completely characterized by 
three moments - specifically, AhO!, A&:! and A&!. 
This high degree of symmetry greatly simplifies the 
analysis compared to the general case where a large 
number of moments must be considered. 

In the present experiment the probe light propa- 
gates along the -_z axis and the detector is situated 
along the y axis, where the z axis is the natural quan- 
tization axis for describing the spatial distribution of 
the rotational angular momentum Nof the CN X *Z+ 
fragment. This is called the case I geometry in KSZ 
LIF. For this excitation-detection geometry, a mea- 
surement of the degree of circular polarization, C(N), 
may be related to the moments of the photofragment 
angular momentum distribution by 

A&‘j (N, apparent) _ C(N) P&o! (N) 

AhO! (N; apparent ) - Pb:! (N) ’ 
(2) 

where the P&l (N) and P&! (N) are line strength mo- 
ments which are readily evaluated #I. (Note that the 
Pi2 (N) are not only dependent on N but also on the 
branch (P or R) chosen for the detection scheme. ) 
As shown in KSZ LIF, 

Ah’+) (apparent) =A& = (NI NJNI N) 

and 

(3) 

ALo2 (apparent) =A&‘2 +a(N)Ah*] 

=l+a(N)(NI(3N;/p-1)IN). (4) 

Thus we can readily convert the degree of circular po- 

xl The actual calculation of the line strength factors takes into 
account the effects of tine-structure and hypertine-structure 
depolarization. 
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larization, C(N), to the dipole orientation moment, 
A&! (N), with a knowledge of the line strength mo- 
ments, Ph’j (N) and PLY (N), if it were not for the fact 

that the apparent population moment, 

A&$! (N, apparent), contains a contribution from the 
quadrupole alignment moment, A& (N). However, 
as will be shown in what follows, this extra term is 
rather small. 

From table 4 of KSZ LIF, it is seen for case I ge- 
ometry that a(N) =P&Y (N)/Pby (N) has the value 
0.117 for the N= 20 R-branch member. Moreover, we 
have data which show that Ab?$ is about 0.15. We de- 
termined in a separate experiment the alignment 
A& (N) of the CN fragment’s rotational angular mo- 
mentum distribution over the range of N of interest, 
taking care to maintain the definition of the z axis to 
be along the propagation direction of the photolysis 
laser beam. This experiment used a crossed laser beam 
geometry. The photolysis laser was circularly polar- 
ized and the probe laser linearly polarized. The direc- 
tion of the electric field vector of the latter was 
alternated between being parallel to and perpendicu- 
lar to the propagation direction of the photolysis laser. 

The data obtained in this way agree well with the 
alignment data obtained in an earlier experiment 
[ 19 1. We measure consistently A& (N) to have the 
value of 0.15 without much variation with N. Hence, 
the contribution of the quadrupole alignment mo- 
ment to the apparent population moment introduces 
a correction in the dipole orientation moment of less 
than 3%. 

Fig. 7 shows the values of A&:! (N) which were ob- 
tained on the basis of our data. The curve follows 
basically the form of the degree of circular polariza- 
tion found previously. 

With a knowledge of all three moments, we have 
achieved the ideal situation of having a complete de- 
scription of the angular momentum distribution. We 
use the well-known inverse expansion of the density 
matrix in state multipole moments Aik) (N) : 

P,,,,,,,. = c ( - 1 )“-“-“Aik’(N) 

x(kqIN--A&NM). (5) 

To provide an idea how the population of the indi- 
vidual M levels for our measured results appears, we 
have evaluated the above equation for N= 10 assum- 
ingAb’,! =O.l andA& =0.15. Fig. 8 showsagraphof 
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Fig. 7. Dipole orientation moment A&y(N) versus rotational 

quantum number Nfor the CN (v= 0) photofragment in the pho- 

tolysis of ICN by a beam of circularly polarized 248 nm light. 

the population distribution obtained in this way. It 
exhibits a variation of population of the individual 
M states by a factor of 2. The minimum at M= - 3 is 
caused by the positive value of A &. 

We might also ask what is the maximum value for 
the orientation moment Ah:! which is in accord with 
the symmetry restrictions on the system. This will give 
us an idea of the orientation strength. In fact, the 
maximum value of A&y = k 1 is not achievable when 
all the higher orientation moments equal zero. For 
N= 10 and a quadrupole alignment moment of 0.15 
(measured value), the maximum value for Ah:! is 
0.47 before population distributions from eq. (5) be- 
come unphysical. This value should be compared to 
those given in fig. 7. 

1 N=iO 
0.06 

-10 -6 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 10 
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Fig. 8. Relative population of M states for N= 10 when the dipole 

orientation moment has the value Ah? = 0. I and the quadrupole 

alignment moment the value A&T ~0.15. 
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5. Discussion 

The photodissociation dynamics of ICN via its A 
state continuum is known to be involved owing in 
part to two open channels: 

+CN(X2C+)+I(2P,,Z). (6) 

The ground state of ICN may be described by the mo- 
lecular orbital configuration 

(1o)*(2o)*(3o)*( ln)“(4~r)~(2n)” z”c+ , (7) 

where ICN is regarded as a 16-valence-electron sys- 
tem (7 from I, 4 from C, and 5 from N) [ 20,2 11. The 
highest occupied molecular oribital (HOMO) is 27~; 
it is formed from atomic p orbitals on each atom 
which are in-phase between the carbon and nitrogen 
atoms but out-of-phase between the carbon and io- 
dine atoms. The fact that the ionization potential of 
ICN (which involves removal of the 27t electron) is 
so close to that of I, suggests that the 2~ molecular 
orbital is largely localized on the iodine atom. The 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is 50, 
which is strongly antibonding in the I-C region. Thus, 
the excited state is expected to have the configuration 

x 1.3n 
(8) 

The A-g transition is thought to be of the type 
25c+ 50 (rt-+o* ). The next highest configuration in- 
volves rr+n* type of promotion 

1.3x+ 1.3 - 1.3A 
9 c, (9) 

and it is expected that the energy of one or more of 
these states is lowered on bending of the ICN frame- 
work. Because of the large spin-orbit splitting of the 
iodine atom, the angular momentum coupling in ICN 
might be described best by Hund’s case (c). How- 
ever, the exact nature of the A state continuum is 
presently unknown. 

Several studies have examined the angular distri- 
bution and alignment of the CN fragment in the pho- 
todissociation of ICN by a beam of linearly polarized 
light [ 11,19,22,23 1. In particular, Nadler et al. [ 111 
measured the jI parameter, which characterizes the 

anisotropy of the angular distribution. For photolysis 
at 266 nm, they found that j3 varies with N, the rota- 
tional quantum number of the CN ( V= 0) fragment. 
Their angular distribution was determined from the 
shape of CN Doppler profile measurements. In ad- 
dition to being able to extract the p parameters, they 
were also able to distinguish, from the differences in 
the width of the Doppler profiles, the CN fragments 
produced in correlation with I(2P3,2) from those 
produced in correlation with I(2P,,2). They found 
/3= 1.6 for low N (which correlated with I(2P,,,)) 
and jI= 1.3 for high N (which correlated with 

I(*P,,,) ). 
O’Halloran et al. [ 201 have determined the quad- 

rupole alignment parameter A 6’1 (N) for the 
CN ( v= 0) fragments and find a similar variation of 
Ai? (N) with N. They report that A &?j (N) changes 
gradually from about A&!,! (N) = -0.28 at low N to 
about A &!) = - 0.12 at high N. 

O’Halloran et al. have put forward a model to ac- 
count for the variation of both p and A& with N. It 
is proposed that at least two excited states are in- 
volved in the ,& continuum dissociation of ICN: a lin- 
ear state of ICN correlating with I(‘P,,,) and CN 
X ‘C+ with low values of N and a bent state of ICN 
correlating with I ( 2P3,2) and CN X 2C+ with high 
values of N. Arguments are presented that the curve 
crossing between the linear and bent surfaces takes 
place in the region of small I-CN separation, that is, 
in the Franck-Condon region directly above the well 

of the bound parent molecule. As a consequence, 
strong nonplanar interactions occur between the de- 
veloping CN rotation N and the angular momentum 
j of the iodine atom. These nonplanar forces change 
the direction of both the velocity and angular mo- 
mentum vector, causing a decrease in the magnitude 
of both the p parameter and the quadrupole align- 
ment parameter A&. Further evidence for this model 
is the observation of significant differences in the 
population of the F, and F2 spin-rotation compo- 
nents of the CN X 2Z+ fragment, which changes with 
photolysis wavelength and with N [ 12 1. 

In sharp contrast to the gradual variation of /3 and 
Ah!) with N, the orientation of the CN(u=O) frag- 
ment shows a marked dependence on N which even 
reverses sign. It would seem apparent that the A&y 
orientation moment provides a more direct measure 
of the I( 2P1,2)/I(2P3,2) ratio, Indeed, in searching 
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for the origin of the orientation effect in CN we are 
led to the conclusion that the existence of spin-orbit 
(or spin-axis) interaction involving the I atom is 
necessary for the observation of photofragment ori- 
entation. Although we have no detailed theory for the 
observed photofragment orientation, this conclusion 
should not be so surprising if one examines the atomic 
physics counterpart of the present experiment, 
namely, the production of oriented (spin-polarized) 
electrons in the photoionization of an atom by a beam 
of circularly polarized light [ 51. 

Consider photoionization of an alkali atom 
undergoing a one-photon transition from the ground 
state 2S,,2 to the continuum channels c 2P,,2,3,2 un- 
der the action of circularly polarized light. To be spe- 
cific, let us choose the helicity of the light beam so 
that only Am,= + 1 transitions occur - and denote the 
states by ( lm) 1 sm,) (uncoupled representation). 
Then the ground state level 100) 14 f ) is connected 
only to the m,= 3/2 level of t P3,*, namely, I 11) I 4 
f ). It should be recognized that this transition can- 
not change the orientation of the electron spin. How- 
ever, the other ‘S, ,2 ground state level 100) I 4 - 4 ) 
is connected to the mj= l/2 levels of E 2P3,2 and 

E 2p,,2, namely, to w/3~~~21w11 4)+ 
(1/3)“2\11>lf -$>I andto [(1/3)‘/2)1O)14 f) 
-(2/3)“2111)1~ -f)], respectively. For this 
transition there is the opportunity for the electron spin 
to be “flipped” and the probability for this spin flip 
depends sensitively on the transition strengths (ra- 
dial matrix elements) of these two different chan- 
nels. Let us define the radial part of the electric dipole 
matrix element by 

&,2= (w(~P,,~; r) Id w(2s1,2; r) > (10) 

and 

R3,2 = < v/(2p3,2; r) I4 w(2s1,2; I) > (11) 

and let N( t ) and N( 1) denote the population of pho- 
toelectrons with spin up I 1 4 ) and spin down I f - 4 ) 
integrated over all angles. Then it may be shown that 
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9R:,2 +2~R3,2-&,d2- (2R1,2+R3,2)~ 

= 9R&+2(R 3,2-h/2)2+ (2R1,2+R3,2)~ * 

(12) 

This expression demonstrates that spin polarization 
of the photoelectron vanishes when RL,2=R3,2, i.e. 
the presence of spin-orbit interaction is required for 
the production of spin-polarized photoelectrons. 

An analogous argument must apply to the photol- 
ysis of ICN by a beam of circularly polarized light. 
The large spin-orbit splitting of the iodine atom frag- 
ment causes differential contributions to the possible 
continuum channels in the 2~+50 excitation pro- 
cess. Polarization of the electron on the iodine atom 
also causes polarization of the electron on the CN 
fragment because the electron motions are corre- 
lated. Hence, the coupling of the electron spin on the 
iodine atom to be parallel I(2P3,Z) or antiparallel 
I( ‘P,,,) with the electronic orbital angular momen- 
tum on the iodine atom also influences the sense of 
rotation that the CN fragment develops as the ICN 
system dissociates. It would be expected then that 
both the I and the CN fragments would be oriented 
in the photodissociaton of ICN by circularly polar- 
ized light #2. Theories for the degree of orientation for 
atomic fragments produced by the photodissociation 
of a diatomic molecule with a beam of circularly po- 
larized light have been developed by several authors 
[ 24-27 ] and seem to support the above simple con- 
siderations. However, because the photodissociation 
dynamics of ICN via its .& state continuum is so com- 
plex, a deeper analysis has not been attempted here. 

In conclusion, the production of oriented photo- 
fragments is the expected outcome when a sample of 
unpolarized molecules is photolyzed with a beam of 
circularly polarized light, provided that the frag- 
ments are open shell species having strong spin- 
dependent forces between them. Moreover, measure- 
ment of the degree of orientation provides a sensitive 
indicator of how these forces influence the dynamics 

of the recoil process as the photofragments separate. 
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